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ABSTRACT:
You may never know what results come of your action, but if you do nothing there will be no
result. Mahatma Gandhi
Indian  economy is  witnessing  crucial  transformation.  The  entrepreneurship  environment   is
expected to bounce back with more positive outcomes. The macro economy policies for skill
development  and  business  enterprises  are  modified  to  foster  entrepreneurial  scenario  and
thereby  the  economic  growth.  The  route  to  balanced  development  is  through    inclusive
entrepreneurship. The artisans with traditional skills (e. g earthen potters ,  saree weavers etc ) ,
anchored at  the grass root  form a major chunk of  the informal sector which constitutes  70
percent of the total economic activity.  It is very distant  that the new entrepreneurial policies
will percolate to revive them. It is observed that the number of traditional grass root artisans in
Pune city is  decreasing. These artisans may completely disappear and the traditional skills they
possess may become extinct  if  no efforts  are taken to revive them and transform them into
successful entrepreneurs. This research will highlight the transition in these informal grass root
enterprises and analyse   possibilities of  converting them into entrepreneurs.It also suggests
innovative measures to transform these artisans to entrepreneurs, which so that their skills are
revived  and  their  survival  sustainable.  It  eventually  proposes  an  inclusive  entrepreneurship
model for balanced socio- economic development.
Key words: entrepreneurs, artisans, traditional skills, revival, inclusive entrepreneurship
Introduction
The  economic  topography  of  the  Nations
across  the  globe  is  changing,  with  the
developing  countries   becoming  the  fast
emerging  economies  of  the  world.  But  in
these countries and  specifically in India , a
paradox  of  development  and  growth  is
witnessed.  As  its  economic  growth  rises
steadily  ,  its  Human  Development  Index
(HDI)  reflects  a  dismal  performance.  The
social sector performance at the grass root in
India  is  depressing.  There  are  a  range  of
unmet needs related to critical areas such as
health,  education,  agriculture,  living
standards  and  skills,  resulting  in  lopsided
development. However, since the year 2014,
Indian  economy  is  witnessing  a  crucial
transformation.  The  entrepreneurship
environment   is  expected  to  bounce  back
with  more  positive  outcomes.  The  macro
economy policies for skill development and
business  enterprises  are  modified  to  foster
entrepreneurial  scenario  and  thereby  the
economic  growth.  The  route  to  holistic
development  is  through    inclusive
entrepreneurship. India has a rich heritage of
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artisans, which are  losing their significance
as  new  breed  of  entrepreneurs  emerge.
However  if  these  artisans  are  not
empowered  through  modern  techniques  of
entrepreneurships  they  will  cease  to  exist.
The  renewed  entrepreneurial  endeavors
should deliberately focus on sustaining these
artisans  through  skill  development   of
existing as well and the next generation of
these entrepreneurs. This paper brings forth
the  present  status  of  potter  artisans  and
suggests the possibilities of including them
in  the  process  of  entrepreneurship
development.
Rationale and Significance of this Study
The  artisans  with  traditional  skills(e.g
potters and saree weavers) , anchored at the
grass  root  form  a  major  chunk  of  the
informal  sector.It  is  very  distant   that  the
new entrepreneurial  policies  will  percolate
to revive them. The government’s  proposed
scheme  of  entrepreneurship  development(
www.skilldevelopment.gov.in)  has  no
mention of leveraging the potential of these
artisans.  Through  this  small  study  the
researcher  endeavors  to  highlight  the
significance of these artisans in the channel
of   inclusive  growth,  need  for  concerted
efforts to revive them  and thereby provide
solutions to the questions putforth here.This
paper  aims  to   understand  the  evolution  ,
present  status   of  the  grassroot   artisans
specifically potter community in  Pune city.
The study  will document the transitions and
challenges  in  the  evolution  of  this  type  of
entrepreneurship  and  suggest  measures  to
transform  these  artisans  to  entrepreneurs,
which  is  the  real  solution  to  equate
development and growth.
Statement of the problem
Toehold  India  in  collaboration  with
ASCENT,  an  organization  based  in
Bangalore has been involved in catapulting
the  footwear artisans  from Kolhapur from
the  shadows  to  the  threshold  of  global
fashion  footwear  industry.Through  various
skill building iniatives and design guidance ,
the  Toehold  India  has  been  successful  in
rejuvenating  these  artisans,  empowering
them  with  entrepreneurial  status.(Phatate
Rajkumar,  Phd  study  ‘A  Case  study  of
Toehold  artisans  collaborative,  2010).  Can
this  model   be  emulated  in  Pune  based
artisans? What are the challenges to survival
of these artisans? Which  skills are required
to be imparted to these  to transform them
into  successful  entrepreneurs?  This  study
endeavors to infer answers to these pertinent
questions.
Objectives of the study
This paper endeavors to understand  present
status  of the  traditional grass root  artisans,
in      Pune city ( specifically the potters).It
strives  to  find  out   the  problems  and
challenges  in  their  transitions  to
entrepreneurs  and  suggests  measures  to
transform these artisans to entrepreneurs.
Research Methodology
Type of  Research:This is a qualitative and 
exploratory study. The respondents here are 
personally interviewed through a structured 
questionnaire with a mix of closed and open 
ended questions.
Population and sampling size: On the 
basis of pilot study, the population is 
estimated to be  60 of potter artisans. For the
purpose of this research 10 artisans are 
taken. The population segment  is earthen 
pottery makers from Kumbharvada, Pune.
Sampling  technique: The researcher has 
used random sampling technique.
Methods of data collection: Primary data is
collected through  survey  by administering
a structured questionnaire with  closed and
open ended questions , interviews- personal
indepth  interviews  and  observation.
Secondary data  is  gathered through library
and e -resources via internet.
Scope and limitations of the study
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This  study  is  confined  to  only  one
community  of  earthen   pot  makers  from
Pune city, Maharashtra. The scope is limited
to  understanding  their  present  status  and
challenges.  This  study is  qualitative  based
on an exploratory research. The limitation of
this  study is that  due to time constraint the
researcher  has  not  considered  the
government  approach  by  interview  of
officials  or  bureaucrats.  Further  research
could  include  the  other  traditional  artisans
from Pune city such as the metal pot makers
( tambat ali), agarbatti makers( sugandhi ali)
and Puneri saree weavers.
 Backdrop
India is on the threshold of rapid economic
development. The renewed ‘Make in India’
policy  has  all  the  countries  of  the  world
envisaging   India,  as  a  country   with
immense  prospects  and  huge  potential  for
growth.  In  the  next  few  years  the
entrepreneurial  environment  is expected to
bounce back with more positive outcomes.
The  macro  economy  policies  for  skill
development  and  business  enterprises  are
modified  to  foster  entrepreneurial  scenario
and thereby the economic growth. But will
all  these  efforts  bring  about  real  growth?
India  urgently  requires  an  inclusive
development  agenda,  which  has  been  put
forward  by  the  policy  makers  since
Independence. As the proportion of working
age group of 15-59 years increase steadily,
government has realized the importance of
harnessing  the  demographic  dividend  and
therefore Skill development has become the
national policy. India has target of creating
500  million  skilled  workers  by  2022.The
setting  up  of  National  Skill  development
corporation, a special  Minsitry of Skill and
entrepreneurship  development  and  Mudra
Bank  showcase  government’s  committed
entrepreneurship  development  agenda.
‘Sabka  saath  sab  ka  vikas’  reflects  the
renewed  agenda  of  inclusive  progress
through  skill  and  entrepreneurship
development.  In  a  first  of  its  kind  global
rankings,  across  different  groups  of
countries in terms of their per capita income
levels,  the World Economic Forum (WEF)
found that most countries are in fact missing
major  opportunities  to  reduce  income
inequality and same is the case with India.
WEF  suggested   that  policymakers  in  India
would need to prioritize improvement in 'Asset
building and entrepreneurship', in particular the
Small  business  ownership,  where  India  ranks
bottom  among  its  peers  at  38th  place.
(Economic Times, 7th September 2015).  Besides
encouraging new enterprises, there is a need to
foster  entrepreneurship  in  the  informal  sector
which  constitutes  70  percent  of  the  total
economic activity and operates majorly in rural
India  and  grass  root  .  The  Ministry  of  Micro
Small and Medium Enterprises promotes growth
and  development  of  MSME  sector  which
constitutes  40  percent  of  the  total  industrial
output.The Ministry’s key focus areas are Khadi,
Coir  and  village  industries(www.msme.gov.in).
Micro enterprises in India are of two kinds.
One, Own Account Enterprises(OAE) which
operate  with  no  hired  workers  but  only
family  labour  and  two  ‘establishments’
operated  with  at  least  one  hired
workers.Artisans can be classified into this
segment i.e (OAE).
Inclusive growth and entrepreneurial skill
development :  The  route  to  balanced
development  is  through    inclusive
entrepreneurship.  The  Eleventh  Five  Year
Plan(2007-12) defines Inclusive growth as a
‘growth  process  which  yields  broad  based
benefits and ensures equality of opportunity
for all’. Balanced growth is possible only if
all the sections of the economy are included
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in  the  development  process.  Imparting
entrepreneurial  skills  to  artisans  and
transforming them into micro enterprises is
imperative for enabling inclusive growth.
Artisans
 Artisans with traditional skills (e. g earthen
and metal  potters  ,   saree weavers)  are  an
important  segment  anchored  at  the  grass
root.  The term ‘artisan’ is  used to  refer  to
those  people  who  work  with  ordinary  or
simple tools to make things of basic need.
They  mainly  use  the  locally  available
resources  and  make  valuable  products
without  the  aid  of  machine.  Potters  and
weavers are artisans which operate as OAE.
Artisanal  activities  have  been  included  in
household  industries  and  workers  engaged
in some of the service  activities of artisan
group have  been treated  as  other  workers.
The main criteria of household industries are
the participation of one or more members of
household. This sector may cover economic
activities  such  as  production,  processing,
servicing  or  repairing  of  articles  or  goods
such  as  handloom,  weaving,  dyeing,
carpentry,  bidi,  rolling  pottery
manufacturing,  bicycle  repairing,
blacksmithing, tailoring etc. depending upon
the place of their works the  entire artisans
works may be grouped under household and
non-household sector( Ansari Shah,2014).
Literature review
Through  review  of  various  studies  the
researcher has endeavored to understand the
knowledge  gap,  which  forms  the  basis  of
this research. Value creation and innovation
through  local  business  development  are
essential means to alleviate poverty. But this
requires  an  understanding  of  the  specific
socio economic environment  in  which that
development  is  to  take  place.
(  Peterson,1988)..Entrepreneurship  is  a
crucial driver of economic growth for both
developed  and  developing
nations(  Audretch,Kerbach  and
Lehman,2006).  There  are  two  kinds  of
entrepreneurs  –Schumpeterian  innovative
entrepreneurs  and  defensive  necessity
entrepreneurs, later being those not because
of market opportunity and innovative ideas
but merely because they need an income to
survive.(Nande,2009&2010).The  artisans
covered in this study are defensive necessity
entrepreneurs.  The  NCAER  data  1995-96
revealed  that  out  of  the  total  47,61,186
artisans in India, 96.27% of are employed in
household sector  while  3.73% of them are
working in non-household sector. It clearly
indicated that artisans works are preferred to
be  carried  out  at  the  household  sector  as
against  the  non-household
establishments .Majority of the artisans were
engaged  in  textiles  followed  by  cane  and
bamboo,the data however does not state the
potter  makers  and  saree  weavers.  (Ansari
Shah  2014).  A  research  carried  out  to
highlight  the presence of hidden enterprise
culture in the Indian informal economy does
not  include  the  potters  and  the  weavers.
However the study reveals some truth about
the micro enterprises studied. They are have
a business orientation as they assume risk,
provide management to the business and are
innovative  and  growth  oriented,  and
emotionally attached to their work. A market
based  policy  structure  to  be  developed  by
the   existing  institutions  and  governance
structures is also suggested to enhance their
market  orientation(  Gurtoo
Anjula,2009).The  book  Traditional  Potters
of  the  Kathmandu  Valley:  An  Ethno
archaeological  Study(  Sept  1975)  by  Judy
Birmingham  describes  the  potters  desires
and  choices  to  face  the  competition. The
study  however  does  not  disclose  their
transition  into  entrepreneurs.  One  of  the
study   helps  to  identify  the  social  and
technical factors that condition teaching and
learning procedures. Ultimately,  it  attempts
to  demonstrate  the  existence  of
differentiated  processes  leading  to  various
behaviors  and  discourses  leading  to  the
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perpetuation of ceramic traditions(Wallaert-
Pêtre  Helen,2001).  Impulse, a NGO based
in  Meghala  with  support  from  UNODC,
reached  out  to  rural  artisans  engaged  in
traditional  weaving.  The  artisans  were
trained  by  designers,  who  through  live
demonstration showed them how to combine
indigenous  weaving  with  modern  designs
and  to  produce  marketable  products.  They
also  introduced  new  tools,  techniques  and
processes  to  help  in  creating  economically
viable  products.(www.unodc.org).  The
inferences  and  deliberations  mentioned  in
the  literature  review  is  limited  to  certain
type of artisans only. Absence of study  on a
very  important  artisan  community,   the
earthen potters of Pune reveals the neglect
of this sector even in  research. This paper
would perhaps draw the attention of policy
makers  and  community  at  large  to  the
dawdling   degeneration  of  these  artisans,
instigating an urgent need to take action for
revival,  survival  and  growth  through
entrepreneurial skill building.
Study
A study conducted in the month of August
2015,the  respondents   being  the   potters
( kumbharwada area) from Pune , who were
personally  interviewed.  This  paper  is
developed  based  on  these  indepth
interviews. 
Kumbharvada is not a part of heritage place
in
Pune(http://www.newindianexpress.com).Th
e traditional potter community are settled in
Pune  for  more  that  seventy  to  eighty
years.These  are   family  based  businesses
started  by  persons  with  artistic  skills  to
make pots and god figures. Traditionally the
business  involved  the  entire  family  in  pot
making,  and  this  was  done  in  an  area  in
Pune which is exclusively earmarked for this
community.  Though  the  next  generations
were  trained  with  skills  to  operate  this
enterprise there is a sea change in the way
they function earlier and now.
 Critical observations (Obv) of the study
enumerated  here  revolve  around  varied
dimensions  of  artisans  and  their
‘business’.
Production- Obv 1. The making of pots on
wheel  has decreased considerably reducing
the potters identity to traders. There is a stiff
competition  from  the  new  entrant  in  this
‘business’  of  trading  pots.  These  are
migrants  primarily  from  Bihar,  UP  and
Gujarat.  They  sell  the  pots  at  a  very  low
price,  thus  attracting  majority  customers.
Obv 2.  Non  availability  of  the  mud(  raw
material) is another major  challenge. Earlier
mud used to be available in Pune  free but
now they have to source the mud from other
states such as Assam, Gujarat and this adds
on to their production cost thus reducing the
profit  margin.Obv  3.  There  is  slow
transition from the  use of manual wheel to
electronic wheel and only 30 p.c  potters are
actually  using  the  modern  wheel  basically
because of issue of high cost and skills  in
operating it. Obv 4. Besides the basic pots to
hold water, there is a demand for new types
of pots with taps which have to be bought
from other vendors. The customers demand
decorative pots with a diverse spectrum .All
this adds on to the cost.
Financial  Assistance-Obv  1.Potters  have
two sources of finance, one being the bank
and other NBFC. The rate of interest from
both  the  financers  is  considerable  high,
banks 17-18% and NBFC 24%, which again
added on to their cost.  Obv 2.  The entire
sample respondents shared that no financial
assistance was given by the Government by
way of subsidies or loan at lower interest.
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 Place of Business-  Obv 1.  Kasba peth is
the  location  for  these  artisans  for  the  past
thirty  years  atleast  and  their  market  is
flourished  in  this  area.  However,  there  is
continuous  harassment  from  the  city
corporation  for  shifting  this  place  or
reducing  their  area  of  operation.  40  p.c
potters have shifted to Mundhva (outkskirts
of  the  city)  where  there  is  no  market  for
their  pots thereby affecting their  sales to a
great  extent.  Obv  2.  Government  has  not
provided them with shops in Kasba peth as
assured.  All  the  potters  responded  that
change  in  the  place  of  business  has
drastically affected their business, increased
the  cost  of  operation  and  demoralized  the
potters.
Income- Obv1 . The potters average income
is  15-20  thousand  rupees.  Considering  the
competition,  increased  cost  of  operation,
production  and  high  bargaining  by  the
customers  the  profits  have  considerably
decreased affecting their income levels. Obv
2.  To sustain  in  the  market  40  p.c  potters
have diversified into selling plants and other
decorations which need investment.
Succession-   Obv1.  80p.c    of the potters
interviewed  are  apprehensive  about  next
generation taking over their business due to
low  generation  of  income.  They  are
educating  their  children  to  take  up
professions which have high returns.  Very
few potters would like their  children to be
the successors of their enterprise and  learn
the  artisanship  but  the  gen  next  is  not
inclined to continue with the family legacy.
Obv 2. In 70 p.c  of the families a gender
shift  is  observed.  Women have taken over
the business so that the male members can
take up jobs or other professions.
Marketing-  Obv 1.  Nearly all the artisans
responded  that  they  were   provided  no
assistance by the government for marketing
their  products.  There  is  no  provision  of
shops  or  display  to  increase  their  market.
Infact  Government  officials  often  harass
them  in  want  of  space.  Obv2.  At  present
there  is  no  government  initiative  in
providing  training  or  protection  for
marketing of these products.
Discussion
The study bring forth some surprising and
depressing  inferences.  The  number  of
potters have considerably reduced in the last
decade. The traditional  craft of making pots
seems to vanishing as  these  artisans  move
from pot making to trading. They have now
equipped themselves with new skills such as
painting,  negotiating,  sculpting  and
techniques  such as  tap  fixing  etc.The  new
generations are not ready to learn the skills
and are preparing to  enter into other more
lucrative  business.  This  clearly means  that
this skill would soon completely disappear if
there is no transfer of skills .There seems to
be a shift from the organic market for these
products  to  sympathetic  market  such  as
displaying  products  in  events  such  as
Bhimthadi  fair(Pune).  Migrants  with
excellent  business  skills  have  affected  the
sales of Pune potters to a large extent. The
customer  expectations  have  changed  with
demand  for  products  with  innovative
features and lesser price. Most of the potters
are  not  equipped  to  handle  this  change.
Government’s  role  is  perceived  as  a
hindrance by all the potters who now have
no  expectations  from  the  municipal
corporation.  Crucial  problems such as  raw
material, place, market and human resource
seem  to  be  increasing,  indicating  the
degeneration of this artisanship. Succession
is  a  foremost  challenge.  The  present
generation  is  refrained  from  entering  into
this business and are guided to take formal
education. Absence of transfer of skills is a
threat to the sustenance of this artisanship.
Government  policy  and  action  does  not
highlight any specific protection or support
to  these artisans.  Migrant pot  traders,  with
more  attractive  pots  at  lower  price  have
captured  the  market  in  Pune  leaving  less
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market place for the Pune based artisans. As
of  now  no  endeavors  exist  either  by  the
government  or  social  organizations  to
protect these artisans or transform them into
entrepreneurs  (vis-a-vi   Toehold  India  for
Kolhapuri  footwear).  If  these  artisans
continue to operate under these conditions,
they will soon diminish. When India is at the
crossroad  of  skill  development,  one
traditional  artisan  skill   of  Pune  city  may
completely disappear.
Suggestions
The  earthen  potters  in  Pune  city  are
primarily artisans with pottery making skill,
which  is  one  of  the  traditional  skills  on
India. This skill, inherent to India should  be
protected and flourished. First and foremost
there   is  a  need  for  aggressive  efforts  to
transfer  these  skills.  They  could  be
transferred either to their own kith and kin
or unemployed youth. Professionalization of
these  skills  could  attract  more  youth  in
taking  up  pottery  making  as  their
occupation.  NGOs  (Impulse,
www.unodc.org) or  government  could
independently or collaboratively strive to do
this. 
The  present  and  next  generation  of  the
artisan  family  should  be  given  adequate
impetus  to  learn  these  skills  and  become
entrepreneurs.  They  should  be  provided
formal education in ‘family business’ where
they could learn varied entrepreneurial skills
like  marketing,  strategy,  creativity,
innovation,  administration  and  cost
management  .  They  can  deploy  resources
such as additional wheels, labour for making
pots so that they can expand and transform it
into  a  business  enterprise.  Essence  of
changing  customer  demand  can  be  an
important entrepreneurial input provided to
them  to  make  and  sell  the  products
accordingly.
Organisation like Toehold should  handhold
these artisans in marketing and selling their
products.  The  artisans  themselves  could
collaborate  for  collective  marketing.
Besides  pots,  the  earthen  utensils  for
cooking are required at large by restaurants
and this  demand needs to be appropriately
tapped by these ‘prospective entrepreneurs’.
 A clear policy and action plan to assist these
artisans  is  required  to  be  done  by  the
government  which  at  present  is  missing.
Gujarat  government  has  undertaken cluster
development  initiatives  for  promoting  and
developing  existing  crafts.  Gujarat
government has started a Gujarat  Matikam
kalakari  and  Rural  Technology  Institute
(http://www.rtigujarat.org/index.html),  first
of its kind in India, to empower the artisans
with entrepreneurial  skills.  Pune Municipal
corporation  should  start  a  similar  institute
with help of the State government. 
 In  order  to  protect  these  artisans,
Institutions  such  as  small  finance
corporations  or  even  Nationalised  banks
should  be  directed  to  include  them  into
priority lending segment. Banks could also
come  forward  for  the  revival  of  these
artisans.
Corporates  can  collaborate  with  these
artisans  to  impart  professional  skills.
Startups can focus on developing a business
model for these artisans.
Educational institutions could give projects
to  their  students  to  help  these  artisans  to
become  entrepreneurs.  Students  could
develop  an  online  portal  to  help  them  to
widen their market . 
Fig 1: figure displaying the skills and other support to be provided to the existing artisans to
transform them into entrepreneurs.
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Professional  skills  such  as  customer
relationship  management,  working  on
feedback,  communication,  home  delivery
should also be provided either   by NGOs,
Corporation or Institutes.  The basic artisan
skill of pot making can be given to deprived
youth  who  then  can  be  employed  as
laborers. It is important that this skill does
not  vanish  and  can  be  transferred  to
individuals other than kumbhars.
Conclusion.
The  cluster  of  earthen  potter  artisans  may
completely  disappear  if  not  catered  to.  A
significant traditional skill of making pots is
on  the  verge  of  being  extinct.  Very  few
actually make the pots on the wheel, while
most  of  them have  become  traders.  These
skills need to be transferred, enhanced and
replenished. Collaborative efforts need to be
taken  to  transform  these  artisans  to
entrepreneurs,  so  that  they  survive  and
succeed  in  this  fast  changing  and
competitive market. Determined  endeavors
in protecting  the existence of these artisans
will  certainly   help  in  nurturing  one
conventional  skill  and  create  several
entrepreneurs much needed by  our country
today.   
Directions for Future Research    
This paper has explored the urgent need  for
one  artisan  cluster   to  scale    into
entrepreneurs.  It  signals through inferences
the  fear  of  these  artisans  decreasing  to  a
greater  extent.  For  these  artisans  to  be
successful entrepreneurs  they need access to
capital,  support  to  learn  managerial  and
professional  skills  and  conducive
government  initiatives.  The  entrepreneurial
success of this cluster then can be replicated
to other artisans who are also plummeting in
number.  These  are  weavers,  metal  pot
makers, cane makers and scent stick makers
in Pune city. A quantitative study of all these
clusters could bring forth more substantiated
inferences.      
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